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higher interest rates and fees. In
addition, the debtor will be monitored
by a trustee or administrator that will
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monitor the company to ensure it
complies with the reorganization plan.
Failure to comply with the plan can
result in the debtor’s bankruptcy being
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converted to Chapter 7 liquidation.

There are many different types of bankruptcy a distressed

recommend shipping debtors while in

company may utilize; however, two of the most common

a reorganization plan.

Trustees or administrators also control
who gets paid while under bankruptcy.
Due to this elevated risk, we do not

forms are Chapter 11 and Chapter 7. Chapter 11 involves a
reorganization plan and allows the company to continue

Next up is Chapter 7. As stated earlier,

operating while courts work on restructuring debt. Chapter

this form involves the debtor ceasing

7 is referred to as liquidation and involves the company

its operation and completely

ceasing its operations while the courts determine how the

liquidating all its nonexempt assets to

company will repay its debt.

satisfy its outstanding debt with
various creditors.

Part of the debtor's

We will begin with Chapter 11. This type of bankruptcy

property may be subject to liens and

involves the debtor operating its business and repaying

mortgages that pledge the property to

creditors concurrently through a court-approved plan of
reorganization. In most cases, the debtor will obtain debtor
in possession (DIP) financing from a lender to provide
liquidity as the debtor’s pre-bankruptcy assets are not
accessible. Lenders provide financing to debtors in

other creditors. Proceeds from the
debtor’s asset liquidation will pay
secured creditors first, which typically
does not leave much left over to pay
back the unsecured trade creditors.
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Once a debtor files for bankruptcy, whether it is
Chapter 11 or 7, the chances of unsecured trade
creditors recovering their full exposure drastically
decreases because secured claims and administrative
claims are paid out first, leaving little for unsecured
claims. This is why monitoring customers and
performing credit reviews is such an important
proactive practice to employ.

Recent Events Impacting Credit Risk
Lower steel prices have led to the recent idling of a couple blast furnaces. Meanwhile in other news,
ferrous scrap prices continued their downward trend and British Steel continues to seek a buyer as
its deadline approaches.

United States Steel Corporation recently announced it would be idling two blast furnaces due to
current market conditions. One blast furnace is located at the company’s Great Lakes Works near
Detroit and the other at its Gary Works in Chicago. Steel prices have fallen substantially since
peaking in 2018, around concerns about capacity coming back online and new projects, in addition
to steel tariffs recently being lifted on Canada and Mexico. Weaker demand in key end markets such
as automotive, energy, and agricultural has also contributed to United States Steel’s woes. United
States Steel intends to resume blast furnace production when market conditions improve.

Ferrous scrap prices remain under pressure and hit a multiyear low in June as lackluster domestic
demand, ample supply, and weak export volumes apply downward pressure. Ferrous exports are
down more than 14 percent year to date, largely due to weaker demand from Turkey, Taiwan, and
Mexico. Near term, higher iron ore prices could help boost ferrous scrap prices somewhat. Iron ore
recently hit a five-year high on the back of supply disruptions and strong Chinese demand.

Shifting abroad, the front runner to buy troubled British Steel has reportedly lost interest as a result
of the government’s refusal to provide backing for investment in the company. Liberty House was
believed to be the front runner but now India’s JSW Steel and China’s Hesteel Group are among the
leaders to buy all or part of the company. British Steel entered insolvency in May, three years after
private equity firm Greybull Capital purchased the company. The company cited weak market
demand, high raw material prices, and Brexit, which greatly hindered orders from abroad, as
reasons for the insolvency.
pressure.

This is another example of European steelmakers facing downward

Trade disputes and weakening automotive demand are casting a chill over the European

steel sector. ArcelorMittal recently reported that it will shutter plants in Poland and Spain as it
responds to the worsening environment. The company said safeguard tariffs imposed by the
European Commission earlier this year have failed to stem a rise in flat-steel imports into the region.
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In line with slowing economic growth, Euler Hermes
reported that Days Sales Outstanding (DSO) fell in
2018 and is expected to fall again in 2019 as
companies become more cautious and prepare for a
market downturn. DSO is a measure of how long it
takes to collect cash from customers. DSO is
calculated by dividing accounts receivable by total
sales and then multiplying by the number of days in
the period. A low DSO is desirable, since it means a
company can use the funds for business purposes
sooner than later. A customer with a high or
increasing DSO could mean the company is having
trouble collecting payments, which could hinder the
company’s liquidity. This will be something to keep an
eye on given current industry headwinds and
concerns of a U.S. recession as early as the first half
of 2020.

Commercial and Industrial
Loan Past Dues Surge
The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC)
recently published its first quarter 2019 results.

The

FDIC Quarterly contains a comprehensive summary of
the most current financial results for the banking
industry and features articles regarding timely
analysis of economic and banking trends at the
national and regional level that may affect the risk
exposure of FDIC-insured institutions. In its most
recent report, net income and total loan balances
increased during the first quarter, but so did past
due accounts.

Commercial banks and savings institutions insured by
the FDIC reported aggregate net income of $60.7
billion in first quarter of 2019, up $4.9 billion (8.7
percent) from a year earlier. Total loan balances also
increased. Growth among major loan categories was
led by commercial and industrial loans, which
increased by $37.7 billion (1.7 percent). At the same
time, the amount of loans that were noncurrent, 90
days or more past due or in nonaccrual status,
increased by $461.6 million (0.5 percent) during the
first quarter.
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Specifically, commercial and industrial loan (C&I) past dues increased 22.8 percent. We also note
banks also wrote off $12.7 billion in uncollectible loans, a 5.5% increase from the same time last
year. Commercial and industrial loans include loans for commercial and industrial purposes to sole
proprietorships, partnerships, corporations, and other business enterprises, whether secured (other
than by real estate) or unsecured, single-payment, or installment.

Economists closely watch C&I loan activity to gauge the strength of the economy and to estimate
where we are in the business cycle.

One way of determining when the C&I loan cycle is nearing its

end is by charting total outstanding commercial and industrial loans as a percentage of GDP. When
C&I loans are at 10 percent of GDP or higher, that is typically a sign that the cycle is about to tip
over into a recession. The Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis reported that C&I loans as a percentage
of GDP were around 11 percent in the first quarter of 2019 (see below graph).
have occurred shortly after C&I loans peaked over 10 percent.

Historically, recessions

We note the current C&I loan cycle

has been longer-lasting than previous cycles because the Fed has held interest rates down for a
record length of time.

Source: Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis
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